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Abstract: In this paper, we present a system for  Real-time sentiment analysis of Twitter data. The 

proposed system relies on feature extraction from tweets, using both morphological features and semantic 

information. For the sentiment analysis task, we adopt a supervised learning approach, where we train 

various classifiers based on the extracted features. Finally, we present the design and implementation of a 

real-time system architecture in Storm, which contains the feature extraction and classification tasks, and 

scales well with respect to input data size and data arrival rate. Using an experimental evaluation, we 

demonstrate the merits of the proposed system, both in terms of classification accuracy as well as scalability 

and performance. Detection of depression through messages sent by a user on social media can be a complex 

task due to their popularity and trends in them. In recent years, messages and social media have ended up 

being a very close representation of a person’s life and mental state. This is a huge stockpile of data about a 

person’s behavior and can be used for the detection of various mental illnesses (depression in our case) using 

Natural Language Processing and Deep Learning.  
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Introduction:  

 
As the internet is growing larger, its reach to the masses is becoming wider. Social Media and Microblogging 

platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr dominate in spreading encapsulated news and trending topics 

across the globe at a rapid pace. A topic or news becomes trending if many users are contributing their 

opinion and judgments, thereby making it a valuable source of online perception on that particular topic. 

These topics are generally intended to spread awareness or to promote political campaigns, public figures 

during elections, product endorsements, and entertainment like award shows, and movies. Large 

organizations and firms take advantage of people's feedback on these platforms to improve their products 

and services which further help in enhancing marketing strategies.  

  
 

 

  

Literature review:  
  
[1] Michel M Tadesse,Hongfej Lin,Bo Xu,And Liang Yang 2019  detection of depression related posts 

in reddit social media forum we can significantly improve performance accuracy .the best single feature is 

bigram with the support vector machine (SVM) classifier to detect depression with 80% accuracy ans 0.80 

FA scores.the strength and effectiveness of the combined features (L1WC +LDA+bigram )are not 

successfully demonstrate with the multilayer with the multilayer perception (MLP) classifier. 

 

  

[2] P.V.Rajaraman Asian Nath ,Akshaya P.R,Chatur Bhoja.G 2020 Depression detection of tweets and 

a comparative test message and social media has on ded up being a very close representation of a person life 

and his mental state .this is a huge itockpile of data about a person behaviour and can be  used for detection 

of various mental illness  using natural language processing and deep learning. 

 

[3] Neethu M S, Rajasree R, the author have used the machine learning techniques in this survey paper to 

explore the twitter data related to electronic product. They have used feature vector for the tweets 

classification . they have used three types of classifier i.e. SVM, naïve bayes, maximum entropy, and these 

classifier were tested using Matlab simulator. SVM and naïve bayes classifier are implemented using built 

in function. Whereas MaxEnt classifier is used by MaxEnt software. So basically the all classifier have 

nearly the same performance.[7] 

 
[4] Pulkit et al. built and proposed a model which extract tweet from twitter based on the post terror 

activities. they made their study on terrorist attack which was occurred in uri on 18 september 2016. 

They considered 59,988 tweet which had taken after the attack. They consider only those tweets which 

has #UriAttack, #uriattack. #uriattacks. They have used the naïve bayes and SVM to extract the last re-

tweet time and number of re-tweet.[8] 
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[5] Sudarshan Sirsat et al. proposed a technique in sentiment analysis on twitter data where they 

have collected reviews of the product. They have used naïve Bayes algorithm which perform better 

in term of accuracy and efficiency. They have extracted 200 tweets where the average length of tweet 

was 70.105. the aim of this research is to identify the characteristic of tweet like how many times the 

tweet was liked and how many times they have re-tweet the tweet.[9] 

 
[6] Hetu et al. proposed a model in sentiment analysis on twitter data based on anaconda python. They 

extract the dataset from kaggle in which they classify the people emotions based on positive and negative 

reviews. This model gives high accuracy on large dataset.[10] 

[7] Ali hasan et al. proposed a model using the hybrid approach that comprise sentiment analyzer 

machine learning. They took only those tweet that is followed by the hashtag(#) and contain the 

current political trends. Basically this model converts the urdu tweet into English tweet. They took 

1690 tweet for training data and 400 for testing the data. They have used the naïve bayes and SVM 

classifier for training the dataset in weka and building a model. They have used three different 

libraries to calculate the subjectivity and polarity.[11] 

 
[8]  Feddah AlhumaidiAl Otaibi et al. proposed a model by using the supervised and unsupervised 

algorithm. They wanted to know that which restaurant has more popularity between mcdonald and kfc 

by using the sentiment analysis. Moreover , they extracted 7000 tweets of both the restaurant by twitter 

API. The tweet was in English and they used R programming language. 

 

[9 ]Because R programming language can perform big computational task. They have used several 

machine learning techniques but they found MaxEnt has performed better result compare to other 

technique. Moreover they have also found KFC have many neutral tweet. And McDonald have more 

positive and negative tweet.[12] 

 

Problem Statement:  

 

 we have given a large collection of tweet that contain multiple types of features and opinions. Our 

task is to extract the opinion from the dataset that describes the target feature and distribute it as 
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positive or negative, neutral. Sentiment analysis deals with the process of extracting the features from 

people’s views, opinions, thought,s and feelings, which they used to post on social websites. The 

outcome of SA is the classification of human language into the classes such as positive negative and 

neutral. Huge amount of data is generated from social networking sites. these data can be in any form 

whether unstructured or structured, generally, these type of data are unstructured. unstructured data do 

not convey any meaning until it is not analyzed. Therefore to utilize these unstructured data, there is a 

need of performing the sentiment analysis on this data i.e. take the valuable feature from these data and 

classify them. Nowadays, performing sentiment analysis on data is very important because the data on 

the internet is growing with very high rate and people are pretty much affected with the opinion of other 

people and they are distracted by this unstructured data. In today’s world if someone wants to buy 

anything or he wants to watch a movie or he wants to sell anything on the internet then before doing 

any of the abovactivitiesty, that person will go through the thoughts of other people which that means 

what other people think about that activity so it is very important. therefore we can conclude that we 

should generate that type of system which could automatically perform sentiment analysis on this big 

amount of data. 

  

Methodology:  

As mentioned earlierwe aimis to do sentiment analysis for Twitter data. By using various kinds of 

machine learning classifiers, we will build a classifier. once it gets trained then we will followthe  

different step to sentiment analysismentionedtion below diagram: 
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figure 4.1 flow diagram of Twitter sentiment analysis 

 

  

Hardware/Software requirements:  
  

1. Operating System:-  Windows 7, and above 

2. Language                :- Python ,HTML ,CSS, JavaScript 

3. IDE                         :-  Jupiter Notebook , Django 

4. RUN                       :-  Chrome Browser ,Google etc. 

  

  

Applications:  
     
  1)This real-time end-to-end Twitter monitoring system is designed for the enterprise to evaluate Twitter 

data to inform their negative or positive emotions. 

 

2) In practice, keep tracking all relevant Twitter content about a brand in real-time, perform analysis as topics 

or issues emerge, and detect  

the anomaly with alerting. 
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Conclusion and Future Scope: 

 

In today’s world, a spacious amount of data is generated by various communication such as social media, 

organizations, etc. these data may or may not be in a structured form. Therefore to understand the polarity 

of data first we need to do the sentiment analysis of data. Opinion mining can be performed in various fields 

such as marketing and customer feedback. A large number of organizations In are taking the valuable 

feedback of people and performing opinion mining on those data so that they could provide better services 

to the customer and this data helps the organizations to enhance their future services. Furthermore, there 

are various scopes where we can perform opinion mining such as sentence, paragraph, documents, and sub 

sentences levels. In addition to this, we took some sentiment classifiers such as support vector machine, 

naïve Bayes, decision tree, and K-nearest neighbor which performs best in terms of accuracy, precision, 

and recall. Out of these classifiers, we conclude that DT performs best in finding the accuracy of the twitter 

dataset. It is the best classifier on this dataset. 

 
Basically, our goal in this thesis is to find the public opinion and perform the opinion mining. Generally 

what happens, through tweets people express their thoughts, feelings, etc. but we could not able to find 

the people’s thoughts and feelings. So by performing sentiment analysis on those tweets finally, we can 

conclude how many people are in favor of this mission and how many people are against this mission. 

 
Future scope includes, we can make a web application for our work. In addition to this, we can improve 

our classifier system such that it could deal with sentences that convey multiple meaning. Furthermore, 

we can add more classification categories so that we could get better results. We can also design a 

system such that it can detect the images in tweets with the help of image processing. 
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